ABSTRACT. For the equation x + q(t)x = 0, let x(t) be a solution with consecutive zeroes at t = a and t = b. A simple inequality is proven that relates not only a and b to the integral of q (t) but also any point c e (a, 6) where \x(t)\ is maximized. As a corollary, it is shown that if the above equation is oscillatory and if q (t) £ L [0, °»), 1 < p < °°, then the distance between consecutive zeroes must become unbounded.
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Consider the following second order linear differential equation: 
Proof. Integrating (1) yields
x'it) -x (c) = I q~is)xis) ds -I q is)xis) ds.
Note that x (c) = 0. Another integration gives
Let t = b, so that xib) = 0. Equation (5) implies that
W.L.O.G., we may assume xit) > 0, t £ [a, b\. Thus we have xic) < I ib~s)q is)xis)ds< ib -c) I q (s)x(s) ds
This proves part (ii). Part (i) follows in a similar fashion, except that in equation (5), one now replaces t by a. The sum of (i) and (ii) yields part (iii), which completes the lemma.
One way to view Lemma 1 is that it imposes some restrictions on the location of the point c and thus the maximum of \xit)\ in [a, b\. That is, J q it) dt is a finite number. But
Thus c cannot be "too close" to a or b. Also, it is interesting to note As another example, let qit) = l/in + I), n + l/n2 <t<in+l)-l/in+l)2, n > 2; = in)U4, t = n, n>2;
= the line segment joining in -l/n , 1/rz) to in, n )
for n -l/n2 < t < n, n > 2;
= the line segment joining in, n ) to in + l/n , l/in + l)) for n < t < n + l/n , n > 2; = 1/2 for 0 < t < 7/4.
So qit) has the following appearance.
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It is easy to verify that /~qit) dt = °°, but j^qit)2 dt < °°-The Wintner condition again implies that (1) Lemma 2. If equation (1) is L.C., then (1) is oscillatory, and the distance between consecutive zeroes of any solution tends to zero, as t -► °».
We can now prove the following limit point result.
Corollary 2. // q it) £ Lp[0y <*=), 1 < p < <*>, then (1) is in the limit point classification.
Proof. Suppose not. Then (1) is L.C. Let xit) be any solution of (1).
By Lemma 2, xit) oscillates and the distance between consecutive zeroes of any solution tends to zero, as t -> <*>• However, Theorem 2 maintains that if xit) oscillates, the distance between consecutive zeroes must become unbounded, a contradiction. Thus the equation must be limit point.
It should be noted that Theorem 2 does not hold for p = °°, as evidenced by the simple example x" + x = 0. However, it would be interesting to know
